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SCOPE RULINGS 

What is a Scope Ruling?  

A scope ruling is a means by which importers or foreign exporters can receive specific and 
tailored exclusions for their products from being subject to antidumping or countervailing duties.   

The Law Offices of Nithya Nagarajan, LLC provide experienced guidance to foreign exporters 
and importers throughout the scope ruling process in order to enable the client to have continued 
access to the U.S. market for its products.   
 
Why Scope Rulings Matter 
 
As the agency vested with authority to administer the antidumping law, the Department of 
Commerce (DOC) has the authority not only to define the scope of an antidumping investigation 
but also to clarify the scope of antidumping or countervailing duty orders and findings.  
Moreover, the DOC is given broad discretion to administer the AD and CVD laws.  More 
importantly, the DOC is granted significant leeway in how it interprets the scope of existing 
AD/CVD orders and Customs also defers to Commerce’s determinations with respect to what 
products are included within the scope of a specific antidumping or countervailing duty order.   
While the Department may interpret AD and CVD orders, it may not expand the scope of such 
orders beyond the merchandise encompassed by the final less than fair value determinations.  A 
key factor is that each segment of the proceeding maintains the scope passed on from the 
previous segment.  A scope determination is merely a clarification of the terms of the original 
antidumping duty order; it does not modify the order from its terms.  

What Are Scope Determinations? 
 
A scope determination also known as scope rulings is a clarification of what the scope of the 
order was at the time the order was issued.  As the agency charged with administering the AD 
and CVD laws, the Department is responsible for interpreting the AD and CVD orders and 
determining whether certain products fall within the scope of the order.  This authority is 
codified in the Department’s regulations (19 CFR 351.225). 
 
The interpretive rules for scope determinations are necessary to resolve issues that arise because 
the descriptions of subject merchandise contained in the Department’s determinations must be 
written in general terms.  Thus, after an order is published, scope rulings may be necessary when 
interested parties need clarification as to the status of their products under the order.   
 
A scope proceeding is normally initiated upon request of an importer or exporter seeking 
clarification as to whether its product is subject to an existing AD or CVD order.  The key to a 
successful scope ruling is to ensure that the information contained in the application is a 
sufficient basis upon which the DOC can make a final ruling as to whether the merchandise 
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which is the subject of the request is included in the existing order. 
 
There are two categories of scope ruling determinations.  The first category is based on 
descriptions of products, and answers the question of whether a particular product was originally 
intended to be included within the scope of an order.  The second category involves products 
which are not explicitly covered by the scope of the order, but which a petitioner believes should 
be covered in order to prevent circumvention. 

 
Scope Determinations Based on Descriptions of Products/Other Scope Determinations 
 
In considering whether a particular product is included within the scope of an order, the 
Department will take into account the descriptions of the merchandise contained in the petition, 
the initial investigation, and the determinations of the Department (including prior scope 
determinations) and the ITC.  See 19 CFR 351.225(k)(1).     
 
The applicable regulations contain precise and stringent standards on how the DOC will 
determine whether a particular product is included within the scope of an AD/CVD order.  
Navigating these regulatory requirements and standards requires specialized knowledge and skill 
as even the slightest question can potentially lead to a finding of inclusion within the scope of the 
AD or CVD order and thus can require not only the posting of future duties but also retroactive 
duties for those entries which are not yet liquidated by CBP.   
 
DOC Scope Rulings Are Different from Classification Rulings by CBP 
 
It is important to note that the DOC’s scope determinations are independent from classification 
determinations by CBP.   Scope ruling determinations under the antidumping and countervailing 
duty law govern the collection of special duties at the time of entry.  CBP classification rulings 
are a generalized interpretation of whether a product falls under a specific class under the tariff 
schedules.  Although DOC may consider the decisions of CBP, it is not obligated to follow, nor 
is it bound by, the classification determinations of CBP.  Thus, when in doubt, it is best to obtain 
a scope ruling from DOC as the scope ruling from DOC is the only way by which an importer 
and/or foreign exporter’s products can be specifically found to be excluded from an existing 
AD/CVD order. 
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